
EDUCATION: Program / Process Review Template 

This type of abstract can describe a new Service thrust, e.g., identifying capability gaps, or reviews of 
critical areas, e.g., safety.  It may be a description of a program or process that is used to solve a 
problem or accomplish a task. 

Please retain the headings in BOLD and replace the blue text in italics with your submission. 

BACKGROUND: <This section describes why this is important to AsMA attendees and why this needs to be 
addressed now.> 

OVERVIEW: <This section concisely describes the effort and how it applies to current or future gaps.> 

DISCUSSION: <This section describes (1) the operational or clinical significance, (2) how it will this advance 
aeromedicine / human performance, and (3) address whether it supports cross Service / International / Military – 
Civilian spheres.> 

Example (AMHP 86(3):230, 2015): 
 
PROCESS FOR EVIDENCE-BASED DECISION MAKING IN HUMAN 
PERFORMANCE 
BACKGROUND: Aerospace medical professionals may be familiar with evidence-based 
decision making for preventive medicine; the same principles can be used for human 
performance advice and consultation.  To make use of evidence-based recommendations, it 
is important to understand the process used to derive them. This presentation will prepare 
human performance practitioners to use evidence-based recommendations, and to 
contribute both to the evidence base and to the growing body of recommendations. 
OVERVIEW: Evidence-based decision making requires a repeatable, traceable, 
documented process to produce trusted recommendations that can be accessed and used in 
the field.  The U.S. Preventive Services Task Force (USPSTF) has published a detailed 
procedural manual applicable to preventive clinical services.  This manual was the primary 
resource in developing a process to support the practice of human performance sustainment.  
A workshop composed of the intended user specialties produced a prioritized list of human 
performance issues which were then reframed in the form of study questions.  For each, 
search terms and inclusion and exclusion criteria were derived, and publications assembled 
for review.  Primary peer-reviewed papers were evaluated by four reviewers, using a set of 
defined criteria, with periodic discussions.  Evaluations were consolidated and reviewers 
arrived at a recommendation statement, associated evidence grade, and recommendation for 
further research.  The process and its development will be presented with special reference 
to where it differs from the USPSTF process, and where it can be improved in future. 
DISCUSSION:  Evidence-based decision making translates the decades of research 
conducted concerning aerospace human factors topics into operational recommendations.  
This is the next step for the field of operational human performance to become standardized 
and scientifically based, as other professional disciplines are.  This work is of broad interest 



to professionals who may be in a position to apply human performance research findings to 
operational problems. 

 


